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Basketball award.  The 2017 inductee will be former LSU star John Williams (1984-86).  Mr. 
Louisiana Basketball for 2017 is former long-time college basketball official Mark Whitehead.

DRIVEN BY LOVE FOR BASKETBALL, WHITEHEAD GOT 
EARLY START ON FOUR-DECADE OFFICIATING CAREER 

By: Sheldon Mickles 
Baton Rouge Advocate 
Written for the LABC 

DENHAM SPRINGS, LA e When he began 
playing Biddy basketball nearly 50 years ago, Mark 
Whitehead never knew -- or could even dream about -- 
where the game he loved so much would eventually take 
him. 

The answer would come soon enough, though. 

In fact, it came when he was old enough to get his 
M[R_N[h\ URLNW\N `QRUN \]RUU J \]^MNW] JWM _J[\R]b 
basketball player at Denham Springs High School. 

Even then, becoming an on-court official was 
merely a way for Whitehead to earn some money to pay 
for his tuition at Southeastern Louisiana University, 
where he received a marketing degree. 

;W ]RVN R] KNLJVN V^LQ% V^LQ VX[N OX[ HQR]NQNJM% `QXhUU LNUNK[J]N QR\ -.]Q KR[]QMJb J 
couple of weeks after receiving the 2017 Mr. Louisiana Basketball award from the Louisiana 
2\\XLRJ]RXW XO 3J\TN]KJUU 4XJLQN\ XW ?Jb )+'  9N `RUU [NLNR_N ]QN J`J[M M^[RWP ]QN >234h\ 
43rd Awards Banquet at the Embassy Suites Hotel in Baton Rouge.  The banquet is sponsored by 
the Baton Rouge Orthopaedic Clinic. 

EQN \]J]Nh\ LXUUNPN KJ\TN]KJUU LXJLQN\ KN\]X` ]QN JWW^JU J`J[M ^YXW \XVNXWN f`QX QJ\ 
made a significant, long-term contribution to the game of basketball at any level in the state of 
>X^R\RJWJ'g

Whitehead certainly fills the bill after officiating for 40 years -- 29 at the NCAA Division 
I level -- before hanging up his whistle and stepping off the court last summer to become 
coordinator of officials for the Southeastern Conference and three other leagues. 
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His contributions as a Division I official alone are mind-boggling. 

He worked close to 2,000 games and officiated in 23 NCAA tournaments -- including 18 
regional semifinals and finals with five Final Four assignments. 

The highlight of his career came when he served as lead official for the 2012 title game 
between Kentucky and Kansas in the Mercedes-Benz Superdome in New Orleans, tossing the 
ball in the air for the opening tip in his home state. 
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career in an interview with the Baton Rouge Advocate UJ\] AL]XKN['  f; `J\ S^\] ][bRWP ]X VJTN 
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One thing led to another, however, and Whitehead soon began a distinguished career that 
took him all over the country for upwards of 100 games a season -- calling games at one time or 
another in the SEC, Big 12, Big Ten, Conference USA, American Athletic, Pac-12, Mountain 
West and Missouri Valley. 
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part of a great game with these coaches and kids, and feel like you were giving something back 
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for fun after I graduated high school, and it just sort of developed from there.  I started going to 
camps and things just happened.  I liked it and people took a liking to me, and I got fortunate and 
U^LTb'g

Whitehead also dabbled in umpiring and did some football officiating early on, but 
eventually leaned more to basketball because, he said, of the high-paced action. 
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Whitehead chuckled at one of his earliest memories as a basketball official, when he 
called a Biddy game in which one of the young players -- Ben McDonald -- was taller than he 
was as a high-schooler. 

Even after leaving the court, Whitehead is striving to make the game better. 

Among the duties in his new position are assigning officials, watching live games, 
[N_RN`RWP UX]\ JWM UX]\ XO ORUV% PN]]RWP RWY^] O[XV N_JU^J]X[\% JWM VJTRWP MNLR\RXW\ XW YNXYUNh\ 
ability with a goal of helping them get better and improve. 

All that is done with one thing in mind: Making the game more consistent so that it looks 
the same all across the country when fans are watching on TV. 
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fHNh[N ][bRWP ]X PN] XWN VRWM\N]% JL]^JUUb% JL[X\\ ]QN NW]R[N LX^W][b RW XOORLRJ]RWP%g QN 
\JRM'  fEQN @422 R\ `X[TRWP XW ]QJ]% trying to make sure the games look the same -- and are 
played the same -- XW ]QN 6J\] 4XJ\] J\ ]QNb J[N RW ]QN ?RM`N\] JWM XW ]QN HN\] 4XJ\]'g

HQR]NQNJMh\ \NUNL]RXW J\ ?[' >X^R\RJWJ 3J\TN]KJUU K[RWP\ QR\ LJ[NN[ O^UU LR[LUN% N\YNLRJUUb 
when he looks at the list of previous winners -- starting with Joe Dean in 1975 and Hall of Famer 
Bob Pettit a year later. 

f;hV Y[N]]b V^LQ \YNNLQUN\\ JWM Q^VKUNM `QNW bX^ UXXT J] ]QN WJVN\ XO ]QX\N YNXYUN XW 
]QJ] UR\]%g QN \JRM'  fEQN[N J[N J UX] XO YNXYUN `QX VJMN J WJVN for themselves in this state: 
D]J[]RWP `R]Q ?[' 5NJW JWM 3XK BN]]R]% EbWN\ 9RUMNK[JWM% 5JUN 3[X`W% ?RTN GRWRWP'g

Two others are particularly close to Whitehead -- Alton Leggette, who was a long-time 
LXJLQ J] 5NWQJV DY[RWP\ 9RPQ% JWM >JOJbN]]Nh\ 8N[JUM 3X^dreaux, a former Division I official 
whom Whitehead worked with on the court. 
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In addition to honoring Whitehead, the May 13 awards banquet will include the induction 
of former LSU star John Williams into the Louisiana Basketball Hall of Fame.  There will also 
KN [NLXPWR]RXW XO >X^R\RJWJh\ VJSX[ LXUUNPN% \VJUU LXUUNPN% S^WRX[ college and high school 
players and coaches of the year, along with the top pro player from the state.  More information 
about the LABC can be obtained by visiting their website at www.labball.com. 
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